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It is shown that despite the recent criticism within the special theory
of relativity there exists an arrangement of stable clocks rotating with the
earth which predicts diurnal variations of the one-way speed of light, as
suggested in our previous paper.
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In our previous paper  we suggested the possibility that within the
framework of special relativity the one-way speed of light signals measured
by two stable clocks will vary due to the rotational motion of the earth.
We made use of the statement: 'Since clocks A and B are assumed to move in
an identical manner, they should continue to show simultaneity with respect
to the (original) f-frame concept of time'. This assumption and the subsequent
conclusions derived from it are criticized by Gr^n 2 who claims they are false.
GNn has examined the rotational motion of the clocks A and B and has shown
that if the clocks are separated by a distance RA O and are located on the
equator in such a way that they are the same distance from the center, 0,
of the earth (i.e., OA = OB = R), then they do not move in an identical
manner, from the f-frame's point of view. The f-frame v.as that ir+ which
the two clocks were initially synchronized. Thus, to the accuracy stated
in our first paper the clocks A and B will yield, in particular, no diurnal
variation in the one-way speed of light.
Grbn'sresult is correct. However, it must be stressed that hi p result
hinges crucially on the set-up involved, namely that the two clocks A and B
are situated at precisely the same distance from the axis of rotation.
The point of our paper was to establish the diurnal variation of the
one-way speed of light. Grdnhas criticized the particular arrangement used
to illustrate this variation. We agree with Gronthat two clocks fixed on
the earth do not move in an identical manner with respect to an instantaneous
rest frame. However, we disagree with the general statement that special
relativity theory allows no diurnal variations, to first order in R , in the
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value of the one-way speed of light as measured on earth. We shall
describe a different set-up in which two spatially separated clocks A and B
are at rest in the same instantaneous rest frame to first order in 0 .
One-half a day later these clocks read the simultaneity of the original f-frame
while they are at rest (to first order in p) in a different frame V. There-
fore, one will measure a diurnal variation for the one-way speed of light
signals, as suggested in our previous paper. 1 This may seem surprising in
view of Grbn'sresultr however, as we stressed above, his result was derived
for one particular configuration only.
In contrast to GrOns treatment, we consider a more general case by
allowing WOB for the clocks A and B. We choose OA and OB to differ by
an amount of the order of magnitude of the spatial separation of A and B
OA = OB + E,	 E—RAO* << R,
where R is the equatorial radius. We derive the exact expressions,
rather than an approximate expression, for the accumulated time of each of
clocks A and B from the '-frame's point of view. Our approximatioros in
0 and 600 E/R will be made at the end of the calculation. In the case
of OA = OB and to first order in P , our result agrees with Gr^n'sapproximate
solution. If we go to higher orders,the result does not follow, as then the
spatial separation between A and B is such that to the required order clocks
A and B are not at rest in the same inertial frame. The result is true at
higher orders if we choose the spatial separation (^R A d0 ) sufficiently small.
Because of the possible experimental test of the diurnal variation of the
one-way speed of light in the future, we concentrate here upon the diurnal
motion of the separated clocks. We choose the clock B to be on the equator,
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on the earth at a distance R (the equatorial radius) from the axis of
rotation. The clock A, on the other hand, is behind B, in the sense of
the rotation of the earth, on he equator, at a distance OA = RA > R
from the axis of rotation. As it. references 1 and 2, we choose A to be
at the origin of the instantaneous f-frame at the initial time t = U. The
fo - frame is at rest relative to the axis of rotation of the earth and is
coincident with the f-frame at to = t = 0. The +y-axis is along the
direction of motion of the clock A, and the +x-axis is in the radial
direction. Thus, the f-frame moves with a velocity v l = RAW6 along the y o_ axis
of the fo frame, where 0 is the rotational speed of the earth and is a
constant in the fo-frame. The Lorentz transformations between the inertial
frames f and fo are thus
Pic
where, as usual,	 Pi= v l /c and J l = 0 - P2 )-111
The frame f r will be the instantaneous rest frame of clock A, after clock A
has described one-half a revolution according to the f o frame. We choose
this frame with that
at y0 =0, to= 0 	 ,	 y=0, t =0
but x' = ° + 2R4
 .
Then the Lorentz transformation from the fo frame to the f ' - frame is
7 I = /I
 ` J ° + Pi c to ), (2)
L t' = ^' ( CV+ PrI°).
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We note in passing	 that the transformation from the inertial frame f to
the inertial frame f is
A	 + 	 )
(3)
x'= x +2RA
V.1
where	 1 ^i (/ + ^,^ and
In the fo-frame, the rotational nwticn of the clock A is given by 
RA sN. eA
whereBA = W L°• clearly the clock moves in the xo-yo plane. Its velocity,
at a later time t o > 0, has components
d J^761t`
 = V, c.z 0A	 C1  -/d t° _ - V, s^m e0
In the f-frame, the motion of A is also in the x-y plane and its components
are,using (1) and (4),
{,7
	
Vi^^tBA- 1)	 5
vA?	 — dt _ i— pl 	 o
V (t) = 	—	 —
V
1 
SA;, A
Ax	 At — ^^ (1-13ZCoxB°^
Then, for the magnitude of this velocity we have
^	 1	 .^	 2	 Z u	 ^	 v^V. M = V, ^ 2 — 2 Cat eA — s eq^ (^- (^, « e ' >
This in turn gives us
Z	 0Y2 	 2	 z	 -I
I- VA (t)"C'	 = l^	- ^^ Co eA
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where E113 = W ( {c- t
will have components
VIIx(t)
vat a
0
dx
d 
d
At =
The clocks A and B are assumed to be initially synchronized from
the f-frame's point of view, i.e., at t = 0, and so in the f° — frame since
they are spatially separated they are not synchronized. If pe°is the angle
subtended at 0 by the radii OA and OB, then initially the clock B has
coordinates in the fo — frame
,^' = R B su" ,do
x ^ = Ra	 Ao - RA	 (6)
at later times, in the f  - frame, the motion of clock B is given by
^c	 R B cn B —RA
/^ $^R	 (7)lJ 	 ©B 1
In the f-frame, the velocity of clock B
V,	 8B
^,1cr^go^	 (a)
V2 wt e6 V,
130 /31 cai 6B
where 1"1 ^,/G =Re	 Then we find for clock B
	
(^^ Va^t )^c 2 )1/L -C O J ^'i ) J(/ — /? R(,°•a 6^)1	 (9)f 1 I'x
	 g	 ,
f,
From equations (5) and (8) we see that, to first order in the small
quantities Ao , A and P,,, the clocks A and B are at rest in the same
instantaneous inertial frame initially and one-half a day later. Expli-
citly we have initially
vAx ° VAI " 0
IqJ	 I]V	
1
Rk ^` - I lea \ + } ^y ^^
while at the latter time we have
VAX = o 1
VAJ /c = -2r,,(/-/3ii),
a`'	 3 2
We are now in a position to evaluate exactly the expressions for the
accumulated time of each clock, as seen by an f-observer at a later f-time
T, namely
T	 1/1
T. = dt 0 - v1(tl /c1)
I	 J = A a}	 o	 ,	 (1Q)
To evaluate this integral exactly, we should carry out the integration
in the fo-frame. It is straightforward to see that we have
f
T
	
	
Ui
 
(I_1^r2
	
01)o
for clock A, where the upper integration limit is
	
^ i
 = tA(T) = 9^ 1T + ^ A (T)IC- 	(12)
while for clock B,
v
z
the upper and lower limits of integration being
I = t' (T) = d^ ' T + P, 3
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(T)/C
, (14)
U 1
 = 1 B ( c ) = ^,(^g(")IC = tC
Then, we find at once the accumulated times
A,
[r3	 ! I
	
= ,^ ' ^
_' T + P^ ^'(T)IC	 ti	 (15 )
These expressions are exact in contrast to the expressions derived in
ref. 2. However, we do not have exact explicit solutions for YA(T)
and jg(T) . One can easily see that these are determined by solving the
following transcendental equations
^A(T) = RA
	
—IT + W`PI )A(T) /C)^
OB(T)=Rd(W°/, T t W`(3^`^3(T)/C—Wl`^+GBu)
	
(16)
We shall concentrate on the diurnal case, for which ^(-r) is zero (i.e.,
in the f° frame clock A describes one-half revolution). Thus, from (16) we
see that this corresponds to
^^ 1 T = TC/w-	 (17)
The expression we are interested in evaluating is
G^ = Tr3 A =^	 ^i ^^/W^ *)1^3, /^)j^a(T) - Rgs:^, Gb 1	 (18)
This expression for the difference in the accumulated times of clocks B
and A , as seen by an f-observer, is to be compared with the difference
between the pruper P -clock readings at the same events. We make use of
the Lorentz transformations (2) and the solution to (16) for which ^A(T)_ (j
to find
Atl= t' — t^ = 2 1, ^j^R(T)/C,	 (19)
where t' B corresponds to t  = T and to corresponds to to = T.
We now compare (18) and (19) in different cases. First we consider
the special case
R A = R B = R
in which case we also have
Then
p2 = -^P/C [ 
" O (T ) •— R^S^' D(^°
while Atl = 1{(3/	 ] Y" ( T)
Now to lowest order in aea and to lowest orders in 
P, 
the solution of
equation (16) gives us
so that to this approximation we have o2 = e t'. The validity of this
approximation is for G(3"--10-3 or smaller. It is clear, however, that
to higher orders of approximation, AT and et' will be different, if we
keep A and B	 fixed distance apart. However, if we choose AC+` z 10-6
or smaller, then we find that A-t=ot - to third order in 
P 
and to first order
in A 9 6 (higher orders do not contribute).
An interesting comment is that we can solve the equation
!AZ - L1t'
for Y,3 (T). It gives us
This cannot be a solution to the transcendental equation (16). However, if
we agree to approximate to first order in De4 only (that is,we retain
linear terms in A y" only), then this agrees with the corresponding approximate
solution to (16).
We turn now to the more general case R A#RB discussed earlier. We first
note that the physical reason for the occurrence of a diurnal variation is that
the stable clocks do not agree with the proper clocks of the instantaneous
frame V. The time difference (18) should be different from that of (19) for
this to occur. Let us now concentrate on the quantity A-t of (18). Since
(3 >	 the first term in (18) is positive, definite while the second term
is negative due to the sign of 	 Q (T) . Furthermore, an examination of these
shows that Cr has a zero as a function of RA . So, we can choose RA such
11)
that A'2 = p . In particular, to lowest order we obtain the solution
RA, = R  ( I + z 4,0 0/7t )	 (20)
Here Ae` is,as mentioned, assumed to be of the order of magnitude of 10-3
or smaller. This corresponds to R BABG being 104 meters or smaller. With
this choice for RA , the _locks A and B read the simultaneity with respect
to the f-frame, when they are to first order in 0 instantaneously at rest
in the f' frame. Thus, A -( and At ' cannot be the same, except in the
uninteresting case A V-- 0.
In the above we have com pared the accumulated time difference
A `T = rzB - TA
with the proper f'-time difference
At e
	^^ - to
at an f-instant of time, i.e., to = t  = T. We can also carry out the
calculation at an fo-instant,
to= te= T oi.e.,	 A	 A
or at an f'-instant
i.e.,	 to A = to B = To
In each case the calculation yields qualitatively the same answer, via .
(1) for the special case RA = R  = R, we find to first order
A-t = at'
(11) for the general case RA t 
RB, 
RA
 = R  + E, we find
that	 AZ -^ at '
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Thus, the stable clocks A and B,^rotating with the eartn in the con£igura-
tion discussed, do not read the 4imultaneity of the instantaneous proper-
rest frame after one-half a revolktion, when initially they were s,nchronized
in their instantaneous rest frame
	
Direct measurement of the one-way speed
of light using clocks A and B must
	
eld diurnal variations in the speed of
light.
In conclusion, we have shown
	
t Gr gn'scriticism does not invalidate
the suggestion of our earlier paper.1 In particular, we have demonstrated
by means of an exact treatment of th4 rotational motion of clocks an
arrangement of fixed stable clocks wh'ch realizes our previous suggestion.
In this arrangement the clocks are at pifferent distances from the axis of
rotation. Direct measurement of the oje-way speed of light using such
arrangement will yield a diurnal variat'on to lowest order in 	 .
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